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Friday November 14 1969, 11:22,
Cape Kennedy. The Saturn V rocket is

launched, carrying Apolb 1 2 and the
astronauts Conrad, Cordon and Bean ...
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ere rr currently se1 parading ol

it\ves fr-dnrti the *tc&nd stage

The third Stage,

is to put Apollo
12 into lunar
orbit.

At 14:09, the engine Is relit

Wttt pbeut to If o tlur

Eurt h » gradational pull
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And from the thrust of the thirds (age rockets,
the space ship is propelled towards the moon.

14.40 The Yankee Clipper module
separates from the third
stage. During this

t
as the

to reveal the
', the Yankee

swivels ISO

This operation now
compfete, it docks
with the LEM, which
has separated from
the third stage. It

will later he placed
in solar orbit Wf re rtassirtfl just fllrwf

the Sffl of fertility ! Oh 1

What R beautiful Crater !

Tuesday 18th
r 3.06. After

heina placed in elliptical orbit,

Apolb ? 2 is mm in circular
Orbit around the moon

5:46. Conrad and
Bean board the LEM,
which is separated
from the service
module where (S
Cordon will wait . 3

A little later comes
the lunar descent ! m Igffltiflsj vwy

M-fitFr Hc-y, there

it if ! Sen of
gun, right down
the middle ef the
road ! Feint tustie (



Keep qurft Bean, etherise
tf rigusly cortsi^er recyclirrcj

Five hours bier, Conrad
sets foot on the Moon
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lortg cue far wr!
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A few moments later, Conrad and
Bean unload the television camera
that will he used to Transmit the
images of their exploit

After Bean joins his companion,
they set about their first task of
codec ting lunar stones and putting
the scientific instruments in place

For their second
expedition, Conrad and
Bean are to go to a
wreck lying at the bottom
of a crater : that of
Surveyor -3

Going ahead first , Bean care-
fully descends the wail of the
crater The original colour of
Surveyor -3 has disappeared:

say »he ftp* eaokfcd by the Svn !



Surveyor's camera, having
been detached, is placed tn a
dorsal bag alongside samples
from^_^— the probe

NASA have allowed the two
explorers to remain outside
of the intrepid for nearly
(Oar hours. Thts ti'me is

almost up. They turnback
towards their vessel

It s time for departure: the lower
part of the LEM is being used as a
launch platform for the upper part

Aw hour later, after the docking
of Cordon s capsule has been
performed smoothly, Conrad and
Bean are glad to be reunited with
their chauffeur

Before leaving lunar orbit, the
Intrepid is jettisoned and crashes
on the surface of the moon

Now comes the return to
our world. The command
module jettisons the
service module, crosses
the space vacuum at full

speed and then enters the
Earth's atmosphere, which
violently stows it down.

, . . where the US navy and air force awaits the

three new conquerors of space.


